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STARTER  MOTORS ~ Appendix to 22 Types Of Free Energy  
 

They did not have to kill him 
 

ohn Kanzius mysteriously died suddenly February 2009,  two weeks after posting a video showing the 
 "burning of salt water".  He had been seeking a cure for cancer, and found a free energy source instead. 
By passing certain radio frequencies through sea water, the reaction of a flame of intense heat was not the 

expected outcome. 
 

The accolades  he should have received had turned sour in two ways... 
FIRST 
By his unexpected death from a "heart condition".  For many decades the alphabet agencies have all had the use of a 
frequency weapon designed to stop a beating heart.1 
SECOND: 
Within months, certainly by 2010,  the US Navy had cargo planes with engines based on the  John Kanzius' discovery 
... yet no patent was ever registered. 
 

One might say, within moments of this fabulous discovery, the entire idea had already been made obsolete. 
Rendered so by knowledge the 'elite' had kept for themselves since 1934. 
Following the illegal treacherous 1933  "deals " of a cloned F.D.R., made with beings of undetermined origen,  
selling humanity out so he and his chronies could profit from technology received. Amongst which and including  
free energy devices. The same which power unidentified flying craft and the same which power current Airbuses. 
The same described in the letters "Ha" from line two of Presage y566  [the year Nostradamus was was killed]: 
(see One Sent To Die Unique of All Deaths)  
(Ha-Du/element 115 pg 10, 11 pdf article Androgyne Dorean Smart SpaceSuit  May 1 2018) : 

Ou il ha le paradi,       Its  the hadubnium/115 paradigm otherwise in another form   

In this enigmatic sentence, Nostradamus is also alluding to ormus, white powder gold, the same of line 4 in 1 42 y555 
 

ʺSeeking the gold of d'amant/the ornament (Nostradamus 3 94 2) and Psellus (Michael Psellus the younger)ʺ 
with d'amant being diamonte, or black diamond.Ebonics energy is achieved via obsidium, so imagine what 

energy might be derived from black diamond laser. The missing fourth pyramid was made of obsidium. 

The properties of ormus boggle the mind. Best to seek Laurence Gardner (R.I.P.) videos without using 

g00gle. Try DuckDuckGo or Ixquick/Smartpage. It is worth mentioning that Bob Lazar in his Area 51 

disclosure, when he said "element 115 cannot be found on Earth" was saying so in order to preserve his 
life. Ask yourself why are those places where cars drive themselves uphill all now under military guard. 
Yet on the Earthly Table of Elements Ununpentium is shown. Ununpentium is 115.   The Hafnium/Du 
has been obfuscated by the likes of Wikipedia telling outright lies about it.The Russians from Dubnia 
have been telling the truth. Keep in mind names are changed to hide things about them. 
When ormus is ingested it protects DNA from damage during time gate trips. The reason we see blue 
"gods" across the planet is they were ingesting silver with their ormus. Carried in those little 'handbags'. 

Ormus is also known as monatomic gold, white powder gold.  
In the bibles ormus is Shewbread. In some heiroglyphs you can see it floating above its plate. 
The acronym O.R.M.E.  refers to different yet similar things. 
[Contrary] Orbitally Revolving Magnetic Energy, and Orbitally Rearranged Monatomic/Molecular Energy. 
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Empirical Proof Of Time Travel (apart from the Patent g00gle has; titled Full Body Transport System) 
In Summary:  
Key words are;  

Circular Molecular Phenomenon  (adjunct electrical currents and the correct  frequencies displayed by cymatics)  
Dodecahedral Magnetic Frequencies (certain cymatics provide the proof of the correct frequency – a vertical cross  
induced by receptive properties in particular stones – such as Tellinger’s ‘stone pointers’ which are not pine cones)  

Gene spliced DNA  
(in rare  receptive people)  

Ormus ingestion  ~ C+F+ endnotes 
            (a particular gold – made into white powder gold aka mono-atomic and other names, along with old world maize enzyme)  
Therses ~ Cronus Visor  

or one of “seven conduits” (I am reliably informed that the Industrial Military Complex have been shown other 
“conduits” for the purposes of manipulating and gaining “profits” as part of their off world “treaties” agreements) 

1  CIA Targeted Assassinations by Induced Heart Attack and ... 

www.globalresearch.ca/cia-targeted...by...heart-attack-and.../5326382 
• Dec 27, 2009 - In 1975, the existence of a secret assassination weapon came to light. The CIA had developed a .directed sonic field gun 

   CIA secret weapon of assassination Heart Attack Gun ... ▶ 1:04  www.youtube.com/watch?v=BSEnurBApdM 

J 

http://www.globalresearch.ca/cia-targeted-assassinations-by-induced-heart-attack-and-cancer/5326382
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BSEnurBApdM
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BSEnurBApdM
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APPENDIX to 22 TYPES OF FREE ENERGY  the following was omitted in its detail, merely stated as "pyramid power" 
This is placed here more for its wow factor rather than its function factor.   W quatrein  line told us where to find it! ow: that a 

1 27 3 Qui par longs ƒiecles auoit eƒte grappé, j555 publication  Qui pour longs ƒiecles avoit eƒté grappé,  J557 edition 

That/which for many centuries had been contained,  = free energy and stargates 
EQUALS IS FILLING POOREST PAGE SPACE (saying this has been kept secret)  EQUALS GROPE SLEEPING CAPITALS 

(see below)  IS SPELT IN PREFACE  PAGE  FOUR    on Page 4 to take hold of the capitalized words found  of     The Preface!
IS SELECTING PAGE PROPOSAL (the capitalised words contain pointers to topics, the first of which in the Original Preface 
seems to be additional information which belongs here  and  follows 1 27 3 ) quite so! 
QUOTE IS PAINT GREASE ON GENERAL PURPOSE PLASTIC - QUIETS  FLOATING  SINE  QUOITS (rings)  IONS.    
NELL PARKS GET PICTURES OFF TESLA LEGAL PAPER PATENTS  links to patents follow 
PURPOSE OF PLURAL PROFLIGATE  SEQUENCE  OF LIQUEFACIENTS (petrol? water?) .  Ignition? Impact? Timing? 
IS ACQUIRE SELF-PERPETUATING LOOPS.  the contrary revolving magnetic wheels 

 

 

Capitalised Words pg 4 Original Preface 
Soli         Combien     Dieu    Nolite  
single sun  what size?  God  unwilling         
note that these words plucked at random form a context     
DECISION:  SO  MOBILE  SOUND OUTLINE 
BECOMES  ILLUSION  [cymatics]  EDITION 
COOLED BOILED EINSTEINIUM 
 (white powder gold ormus) 
DOUBLE TIME

  [twice]  
IN NICE OIL  (oil in ice?) 

nice oil: given by Gk gods to mortals to make them 
godlike – Ambrosia. Ambergris. 
SO  IMBECILE  [delicate]  ION  OUTLINED  (cymatic) 
MOBILE  NIKE winged   SONIC  LINES  IODE  OUT  
Nike being a winged goddess of victory 
LONESOME (single) BLUE (is sonic)  IN  DIOTIC * 
DONE II (2) NODE  IN IMBECILE** (weak) SOLUTION  
LIE  DOMECILE  situated LOOSE  IN  TUBE   
IN  MOBILE  DELICIOUS  (sweet)  NOTE/TONE 
ELOCUTION [voice activation]  INSIDE  MOBILE 
OILED MOBILE  ONE  CONTINUES  ON  
UTILISE DOMECILED [situated] N-S- BONE (pointer) 
MI BLUE (sonic) EDITION  COLONISE   (propogates)  
IMBECILE (delicate) INSIDE-OUT  CONTUMELIES 
rudeness/roughness/coarse/unrestrained/offending 
IN  IMBECILE  (delicate)  OIL  SOLUTION; UNDOES  
IS TO NODE UNION  TOOLED  IMBECILE (delicate) 
BOIL  IODINE,  COLLIDE  EINSTEINIUM/ormus 
 CONTUMELIES = in

.
solent. not strait/narrow, so broadband 

TO: NOTE  IMBECILE (i.e: strong) LOUD NOISE  IN 
ODIOUS  LINE     
loud noise line is in the Yellowstone forum 
SO UNION 

(Elohim) 
TO IDLE

 (slow down)
 IMBECILE 

(the elite)  

Soli  Combien   Dieu    Nolite  Con ƒide 
single sun  what size?  God  unwilling resides 
recall the golden cube at the sun?        

*Effects of diotic fringes on interaural disparity detection (L)    wwwdtu3.sitecore.dtu.dk/English/Service/Phonebook.aspx?lg...id... 

DIOTIC: DTU Chemical Engineering ... inter-aural level differences (ILDs) that are carried by probe segments embedded in otherwise diotic 

broadband noise (fringe).  

** IMBECILE weak/feeble; delicate; fragile; ineffective; lacking in power/resources 

Conƒide    consid.e               V      3 1 PRES ACTIVE  IMP 2 S     
consido, considere, consedi, consessus  V  INTRANS   [XXXAO]   

sit down/be seated; hold sessions, sit (judge), try; alight; subside/sink (in); 

encamp/bivouac; take up a position; stop/stay, make one's home, settle; lodge; 

consido, considere, considi, consessus  V  INTRANS   [XXXDO]    lesser 

be seated; hold sessions, sit (judge), try; alight; subside/sink(in)settle; lodge;encamp 

Soli  Combien   Dieu    Nolite  Conƒide  single sun  what size?  unwilling God  resides 
Recall the cube at the sun? The word ''Conside'' was not seen until now. Feeling this is important, so will re-do with 
this word included. It means, "comprise – include-incorporate" so God Incorporate would be the Elohim Alliances 
Soli  Combien   Dieu    Nolite  Conƒide 

SO  EMBODIES LEO  COUNCIL IN EDITION: COINCIDE  IN DOUBLE TIME   in two places at the same time! 
LEO (Chertan)  IN IDIOTIC ECONOMIES BUNDLE.  OIL BECOMES  DISCONTINUED IN LEO, I (Halloween, same date for a Yellowstone) 
 

http://www.google.com.au/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=7&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CFcQFjAG&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwwwdtu3.sitecore.dtu.dk%2FEnglish%2FService%2FPhonebook.aspx%3Flg%3Dshowcommon%26id%3Dd7d621a9-ae34-4354-8040-fbe5b78c7fa7&ei=32iCU4LzI4G1lQWqqIGIBA&usg=AFQjCNFvwPLmLnEr4n0KaGgmteRNzK-wRA&sig2=YFl3g_xtVgpn6mmIlAvOmg&bvm=bv.67720277,d.dGI
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ACQUIRE COPPER  FLUTE  FIPPLE   PROFILES  TAGS  LIQUEFACIENT'S  PURPOSE ,  ignition 
IS  OPTICAL QUEST GENERAL AREA            (seek north & south ley magnetic direction mentioned in  1 92)  
SO PURPOSE OPERATING  OF PETALIFEROUS  PLACES South African rings  PRE QUA QUOTING  (in 1 92) already stated 

1 92 was provided by a braille crop circle, which texts  related to Michael Tellinger The Peacemaker and his pdf forums. 
Petaliferous the E.M. Therses, the 3D  object floating in front of Nostradamus at the Last Supper, 16 years before he was born 
 

AISE (Cassiopeian) TO PUPIL:  TAG  FREQUENCIES  PROFILES    cymatics   
KEY IS NOT LARGE APPLES PICTURE.                     yes, there is  a cymatic that looks like apples cut in half 
PICTURE  KEY  IS  PROPOGATE  SELF-LIFE   looks like a chromosome , and yes, there is a cymatic like that  

the fipple on a flute or musical recorder is the opening which requires alterations to its size for the different air forces to work. 
It is seen near the end of the staff held by various entities in the vignettes of the "Lost Manuscript" and refers to frequencies 
 

SO ACQUIRING  the cymatic design ~ OPERATE  FLUTE  FIPPLE  GATE  STOPPAGE QUALIFIER:  REFLECTIONS  UPwards.  
PURGE OFF FUSE (or FUSE OFF PURGE). TO POSTPONE  PICTURES  IS  LARGE  FAIL   
get the patent & do the cymatics first 
APOLOGISE  IS  FREQUENT PARTICLES UP, EQUALS FORGOTTEN  SUPERFICIAL (zinc?) PIPE OUT OF PLACE, FLAG NEEDS PIN 

the details of what metals to use appear in the construction of a Haoma, the ring lord's transport. Or the cronor visor 
(The tree in stone

 (wall frieze) 
(DNA) man of fire brought down, 

2 70 3 
) ringlord in a Haoma (they do not understand about the ring 

7 23 3
) 

   
GRATEFUL COLLATOR  SPOTS PIPE,  CONES FILLS APPROPRIATE SONIC  FIPPLE  CUE.              
IS OPPOSITE  (above, negative and parallel to)  GREAT SPACE FILLING UUATER (aquafer)   
EQUALS  IF  UUATER STOPPING  RE-PLACES AGILE ;  
IF  UUATER  IS  AGILE   EQUALS PLEASING PROSPECT – so this has to be MOVING WATER!  
  IS THIS THE REAL  REASON  FOR  ALL  THE  FRACKING?   
 TO EMPTY THE  AQUAFERS  PREVENTING  FUTURE  GENERATIONS  FROM  FREE  FUEL? 
IS PROFLIGATE UUATER ESCAPING SLOPE  - in the following video Dr Sam explainms a huge iron plate discovered a mile and a half 
under the Bosnian Pyramid/s – this makes sense if there is flowing water running across and parallel to this plate. Even a divided 
stream of water surging out of your faucet will create an electrical current between the two divided streams 
 

EQUALS IS PROPOSE GATE the UUATER  FILLING (aquafer) SPACE (SLUICES) 
TAG PROFILE, IS OPT IT LEAP-FROG LARGE PIT .  
IS PLOT UUATER, GET  POLAR  PROFILE  (North to south true magnetic field or ley line) 
PILOT UUATERS RAGE (guide the water flow north and south)  
IS LOG (record) TAPER OFF  GLARE (solar?) TOP OF UUATERS 
GEAR TO FLIP GAP OF LITRE PROFILES.   FLAG IS TO LINE UUATER PIPE AS  GASTROSCOPE, IS CREATE OPPOSING  UUATER FALLS   
           just as explained in the faucet analogy above ''opposing'' can mean ''negative'' 
(''IF  UUATER STOPPING''   so this must be WHY Khufu had to build water channels from the Nile – which had moved away) 

http://www.teslauniverse.com/pdf/patents/00428057.pdf?PHPSESSID=13d290fe9a2b748ed90374de1b227e9e;  
http://www.teslauniverse.com/pdf/patents/00381968.pdf  ELECTRO-MAGNETIC MOTOR  
http://www.teslauniverse.com/pdf/patents/00381969.pdf  ELECTRO-MAGNETIC MOTOR  
http://www.teslauniverse.com/pdf/patents/00382279.pdf  ELECTRO-MAGNETIC MOTOR  
http://www.teslauniverse.com/pdf/patents/00382280.pdf  TRANSMISSION OF POWER 
http://www.teslauniverse.com/pdf/patents/00382281.pdf  TRANSMISSION OF POWER 
http://www.teslauniverse.com/pdf/patents/00381970.pdf  SYSTEM OF ELECTRICAL DISTRIBUTION 
EXTRACTS from 112 such patents 

"Hidden History" 2013 Dr.Sam Semir Osmanagich - YouTube 
http://www.youtube.com/watch%3Fv%3DS5yUcnBhBnk           Oct 4, 2013 ...  

Fourth International Scientific Conference on Bosnian Pyramids "Hidden History 2013" was held September 4-7, 2013 in Sarajevo. 

Soli      Combien    Dieu    Conside   Nolite 
ENCODE SOLUTION USE ONE SIDED ION BECOMES BOLD BENT M.E. NEEDS CONCISE OBEDIENCE 
SOLID BOOM EMINENCE DONE IN SECOND SONIC MELODICS  SILICON MODE, ODD NOISE INDEED 
 BENT M.E. bending magnetic energy, this produces a fleur de lis effect. Needs concise control. 
SODOMITES' DECISION TO CONTINUE CLOUDIEST OBSCENE SEDUCTION  IS ILL-OMENED IMBECILES  NEED 
OBSOLETE OMNI SCIENCES  MEDICINE  COINCIDE  IDLES ECONOMIC INCOME ONCE after DEMOLITION 
'NOBLEMEN ELITE' ENDEMIC IDIOTS SEE COINED SOME DEMONIC  BLOODIED BODIES IDOL (Kali) : ICES DOOM 
CONSCIENTIOUS  ELO'IM TOLD BOUNDLESS BLUNT COSINE INDICES  MOTION  EDITION BECOMES DOUBLED MOON 
 is there a scientist who understands this?  A blunt angled index motion causes the moon to be in two places?  
£ 961 

1 18 2 
MAHOMET.PASS.AUU.ERAS.A.TRUE.IMAGE TREASURE UTERUS UUATERS ARREST HAOMA.IMAGE.WATERS.MET ASIAS.SPEAR HEMATOMA 
1 54 4 CUNAXA AUDIO INDEX EXULTING IN TAXI CO-AXIAL - INDEX UNDUE GUN (in WHAT THE PYRAMIDS ARE FOR)  
o UNDUE GUN we also have in this forum a line telling us that CERN is an “undue gun‟  
1 13 EXECUTION DEFENSIVE ƒINE FIXTURES EXCITE EXTENSIVE DIFFUSION in FOURTEEN 1 43 PYRAMIDS DIVERT IMPEDIMENTS ~ ENNUI. 
FURTHERS MOLECULAR LEX TALIANUS LEX (statute, uncommon law of) TALIONIS (lesser retaliation/path of least resistance)  
4 29 Iƒ (is) FREQUENCIES OPEN MOLECULAR ; SELF EVIDENT PARAMETER CHAFFEURED (driven)  

XX GUIDES AXE TOXIN OUT OF AUGEAN A.A. DUNG-IGUANA DUDE. DUGOUT-INCLINED, DUE TAXI OUT AT AUGUST XIX  
o 20 GUIDES: the Elohim/five fold grace. Cut/remove the toxins from the “filthy” Alcyonese, lines have said they still know “love” despite 
reptilian DNA. Just love the “dugout” clue – the Earth is a boat, Birch canoe, ship, vessel etc. XIX =2019  
o AN GERONIMO – chief of the Anakim (YHWH/EnLil) most likely because he is Lord of the air waves (frequencies)  
o The Ruach, YHWH (Isch Wjschyase) who is Chief Pilot En.lil. A co-pilot is called Semyase/Samjase  

The one under Cunaxa will excel. CUNAXA ancient battle regarding a haoma time lord gate  

http://www.teslauniverse.com/pdf/patents/00428057.pdf?PHPSESSID=13d290fe9a2b748ed90374de1b227e9e
http://www.teslauniverse.com/pdf/patents/00381968.pdf
http://www.teslauniverse.com/pdf/patents/00381969.pdf
http://www.teslauniverse.com/pdf/patents/00382279.pdf
http://www.teslauniverse.com/pdf/patents/00382280.pdf
http://www.teslauniverse.com/pdf/patents/00382281.pdf
http://www.teslauniverse.com/pdf/patents/00381970.pdf
http://search.mywebsearch.com/mywebsearch/redirect.jhtml?action=pick&qs=&pr=GG&searchfor=Youtube+Dr+Sam+Osmanagich&cb=ZO&pg=GGmain&p2=%5EZO%5Exdm014%5EYY%5Eau&qid=8df0346321974bca99e963593aeaaa67&n=77DE8857&pn=1&ss=sub&st=hp&ptb=CA564EF5-E396-4A0B-BB92-DF17537C4D41&tpr=sbt&si=translateye&redirect=mPWsrdz9heamc8iHEhldEcgdjfjqpMajKYmz288FhTK1R9D5aqtH%2Bor26ATomFEKtZavuwvRHHWF3U1FEgo7DQ%3D%3D&ord=4&ct=AR&
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£ 3379 
6 50 4 Et aura Mars attendant pour ƒon aƒtre. And (E.T) attending Mars atmosphere for their star. 

STARTS  AS  SOUND-PATTERN.  OANNES ARMS  A POROUS /hollowTREE/haoma  STAR ON STAR  STRATA  STUPOR  ATTENDS ASTARTE TREASON 

UPROOTS  ADEN~SUDAN  SEAPORT TRASTAMARE/castle owner NO STAR STRATA = STUPOR stars not in their order. /Orion 
6 50 4 RATES ALDERMAN/Simon Parkes TENUOUS DNA ROOTSgenetics UP, OUR ART MASTER (Da Vinci) SAME. 

which is what the forums LEONARDO AN INCARNATION OF ENKI are about pairs C+F+6 71 3 STARTS AS SOUND PATTERN.RE-STARTS MA/Libra 
refers to the “great translation in October when all will think she has lost her gravity” Earth  

 stars not in their order.     go to the pdf forum on Folio 7    Most Important Presage Come True
 

 

 [you all] 1 27 3 IS GLEEFUL  IS  IOU APPROPRIATE 

 CONQUEST OF FREE FUEL AGE. 
COLLATOR NOT FIGURES ALL OF ''COPPER'' PLATES 

QUEIS/keys.  
No, I am not an electrician, but someone will understand.      

Copper-plates described in these texts may additionally be a hint 
in relation to the ZINC words found twice in the Tellinger 
forums for free energy. Subsequently further description was 

provided relating to HAOMA and the metals details in 10 100 4 
(noting it is the very last Quatrain line) 

10 100 4 WE FLEUU CRAFTED COPPER SEATED* 

PROTRACTED RED FLOUU FORUUARD UUARM 

CLOUDS  VELVET  PLATFORMS  
recall the strange velvety square-rectangle cloud, but we already 

knew Who it was, didn't we!  
Pointing out that this ANSWERS MY QUESTION (??)  
"There is zinc involved here too ?? "  

(say these texts in 2 72 4)  on page 12 of 10 72 KING OF FEAR 
DOES NOT SAY... and just underneath the images   

with this question is 3 62 1 saying ... 
OARS Mantids UP ROLE IS DUE IN

the exact same dates again, May to October. These 
are the "Golden Oar league" of  2 5, the "desired" returning of 
the Mazzaroth 

* COPPER SEATED  1 1 2 Soul reclining on the brass saddle, (selle d’ærain) with "seated" a pun meaning copper based 

QUEIS keys QUOTE IS PAINT GREASE GENERAL PURPOSE PLASTIC - QUIETS FLOATING SINE QUOITS (rings) IONS 
The line 2 72 4 pg 20 of A Fill In While Working On Armageddon (connects 10 72 DOES NOT SAY on its page 12 ) contains descriptions of 

how and why the copper  and  sonic  sine-tube/pipe units are "rewound intence" sic. meaning tightly         Here is where I asked again    "are 
these the copper-zinc units"? ? Copper-zinc being Brass (where the word Brasil derived, as in Hi-Brasil of Atlantis) but also Brazil.   Copper-tin 
was mentioned too, this is pewter. 
Therefore this is neither a "tree of life" nor does it (the ring lord haoma) have wings- it is encircled by copper wiring for a torodoil result with 

electrified sonic frequencies through zinc tubes. Not forgetting that the electron beings (One Male/Menolea) "man of fire brought down" possess a 
copper based blood, and not iron like ours. Their height and bulk – around the eight feet high and more would also have an influence on their 

abilities. These abilities carried by their DNA is what was removed from their genetically manipulated "lulu" future slaves, (we, the people) 
along with immortality. They maintain their immortality using care-ful maintainenece of their DNA by ingesting ormus (which creates a glow) 
and sometimes silver added – which makes them bluish in colour. 
 

 
* COPPER SEATED  1 1 2 Soul reclining on the brass saddle, (selle d’ærain) with "seated" a pun meaning copper based 
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this is the line which for some reason leads people to think Nostradamus used a tripod because of line 1 in the next quatrain 

1 2 1 Laverge en mai miƒe au milieude BRANCHES, [y555] which actually says The disk in hand, enacting through the SEE~ER connections 

The ONLY place the word "tripod" was found was in the smoke screen of the Epistle to Henri II. There is another way to translate 1 2 1 from the y555 

publication using BI THESAURAL one of the directives to the Collator –(Template 1 29, 1 87 4, 3 54 3, 4 51 3, 5 61 2, 5 62 1) and it then says:  
FLOODING IN MAY PLACED IN THE BLOODLINES (branches) MIDDLE the word "placed" or "put" indicates artificially. The word 
BRANCHES has been investigated at some length in other pdf forums, basically referring to BRAN CHE which turns out to be CHANI, an 
off world assistant to Nostradamus in stargates – once was Bran The Beloved and St Michael. CHANI IN MACHINE 4 61 2 say the texts. 
 

Very few moving parts will always triumph over engineered machinery. 
 

These same "treaties" FDR began with three supposed off world beings included turning children into legal CARGO – 
(hence BIRTH CERTIFICATES) and selling out our DNA properties.  
The technologies received by the elite/shadow governments have reached the stage of  "magical"  and include 
"MedBeds" which can return life to the dead.  These technologies included humans flying to the moon in 1939. 
There are five different types of clones.  
Most world "leaders" have at least one copy of one type or another. 
 

KEEPING IT SIMPLE 
Further to the PDF forum (article of collected information dispersed among the works of Nostradamus) 
titled             22 Types  of FREE ENERGY  from Allan Webber's Computerised Template 20th October 2019 
 

My brilliant eye doctor set this article into motion by asking me: 
 "but how does the revolving magnetic wheels engine start? 
My answer was "humans need to use their brain" – meaning  that we do have access already to many types  
of starter motors, we only need to think about it and find a suitable one. 
 

 
 

The Greek Inventor  Heron of Alexandria, also known as Hero invented a steam driven propulsion engine. 
He called it the aeolipile. C+F+1 11 2 illustration herein. A simple steam powered device which only needs  
an  axle extension from the hub of the magnetic wheels. 

from Allan Webber's Computerised Template of Anagrammed Quatreins 

 
5 87 1 L'an que Saturne fera hors de ƒervage, 

Y557 edition  
The year that Saturn is made out of bondage, 

          (and its rings are already disappearing 2020) 
QUEEN'S/

Casseopea
 FRAGRANCE

 
LEAGUERS

/Eloim Alliances 
REASSURE: ADDRESS RHODES HERON'S  HEATED  UUATERS AT 

EQUANGULAR TURN  UNEARTHS NATURES RELEVANT FREE EUREKA
/energy 

CLUES. FEARLESSNESS AVENGES THEE 
KEEN TO VENERATE DALEK NOUU= SURRENDER RARE SELF- UUORTH. THOU ARE ENSLAVED SURE RE-ARRANGED 

ASSURED REDRESS SQUALENE ARCH-FOE ARROGANT ALLAH TOAD HE ROD CLAN SELF-HATE FARCES  
LARGE FEVER, ANU CONFUSED CRUDE CARE-FREE/elite UUAS SAFER, TO FACE THE RED HOT FURNACE FEATURE 

HORDES HE-RODS RACE UURONG SORCERER FORCE AT ORANGE SUN, ASHEN HORSE/2028  FLOUU GAVE 
DARK ANGEL UUHO SCREUU/

twist
 GREATER SEVEN AND A HALF: HEAVENLESS STARS. NEAR FATAL EAGERNESS FEAR 

ELEVENTH TO FOURTEEN
TH

 ADORE DATE DARKNESS 
 eleventh to fourteenth day of  Libra in October, could be sackcloth hours 

GRAVE 
A FALSE  RAVEN THOUSAND  EQUALS THUNDEROUS

/EnLil
'
s
 SATAN EUNUCHS TREACHEROUS TRUE ANNA HOURS  

CALENDER READ: TO CROSS GREENNESS GARDENER [EnKi] AGE AFAR /Aquarius USES DARK AGE FAKE CHARADE 
DUUARVES/Hreidmar  UUARN DEAFENED SNEERFUL  ANAK ANU: ERASE REVENGE  
 TO FACE THE RED HOT FURNACE FEATURE a triple pun. Those killed by the fever go into furnaces. Hell is also a "furnace feature" 

and for the psychotic elite – these texts have stated more than once that the elite face being gaoled in a stargate, stuck there for all 
eternity like the living dead. Because of the way they were happy to treat humanity and Mother Earth. But the third pun also rests on 
the word HELL "HELL-LIKE IS HOCUS POCUS HAZARD 2 67 1", and  "NOMINATES HELL as HOCUS POCUS HAZARD 11 97 4" also 

in 8 92 1 Loin hors du regne mis en hazard voyage  far fromn his (own) realm (Nostradamus) made put (by) stargate journey  
11 31 Celuy qui ales hazards surmenté, He who has overcome the hazards (continues...  the entire world astonished 

By a blow of iron, given by the strange crocodile/messsssiah                   
 found in What 7 73 Really Says

 
(pairs 1 1 1 Seated alone at night in secret study, 1 1 2 Soul reclining on the brass saddle, (selle d’ærain) 
          1 1 3 A slight flame comes out of the emptiness, 1 1 4 Making successful that which should not be believed in vain . 

meaning the word 'hell' was invented to prevent ordinary folk from seeking the stage gates kept below. 

1 79 1 Bazaz,Lectore,Condon,Aifch,& Agine  
COGNIZANCE OF NOTICEABLE BLENDED ZINC ENCODES HAZARD, stargate DOZEN ARCHAEOZOIC ENABLING FACT – IS ABLE 
CHANGE ARCTIC ZONE AND ZOO; (The Anak.im are the ''zoo-keepers''.)   IN  CANNIBAL CIGAR... craft 

2 67 1 Le blonde au nez forche viendra cometre 1555 publication                                   HAZARD EVIDENCE the ring lord visits 
CHEF, HER CLEVER LEONARDO, NOSTRADAMUS FRENCHMAN, HAZARD EVIDENCE CONCERNED BELIEF HENCE 
FLUENT HELEN MEAD UNDER

 Australia 
UUITHOUT RELUCTANCE CONVERTS BIZARRE CONCRETE

 a mixture makes solid 
LINES OF 

HATED ARAB CERN CORE, READ ART LEMON DEMON CANNIBAL LOVES DEVOUR HUMAN FOOD 
o HAZARD & CORÉ are key words for the time gate, both men did visit Mead, Leonardo only via Cronus visor but Nostradamus at least 
seven times (missed witnessing one visit by moments but got a photo) and one visit was neither of them. 
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from Da Vinci  
(published in The Adriatic Continues April 1st 2016) 

          si vedrà i vostri nati essere squarciati   
  nelle propie case da crudelissimi 

 the English: seeing your own house bloodline borne carried     

 to be torn in the cruelty 

  the latter directly relates to the children born as CARGO

SINISTER VIVISECTIONIST TORTURER TRAIT:  
(halal killing organ and adrenochrome harvesting)  
CQIN RACES  IN  RESTRICTIVE  TERRITORIES  VIRUS..... 
TRANSIT  AND  RARE  DNA  ATROCITIES.   

 virus aimed at specific race 
 TERRITORIES = provinces 
 CQIN: means "dragon". The Cqin dynasty named China 

IS SATAN’S ARISTOCRAT  TRAITORS  [elite]  
ADVERTISE  INCISIVENESS.  cutting  
DIRE  VISION,  IS  RIOTERS  DISTRESS  [!] 
SORRIEST AVARICE CRITERIA  IS  
‘‘TO IRRADIATE, CASTRATES SON’S INTERIOR’’  
OVERRIDES SENSITIVENESS, VOIDS EASTER DARTS  ETNA  

  SNAKIER  VATICAN  TOAD, (from Bufo)  
ERIDANUS RIVER 
SERVES... 

Quint Oannes 
AND SIR [Marduk] ASSERT, USE EUREKA, SQUIRTS 
DEVIOUS  darts from the skies 
REQUIRE SASER DARTS KNIVES TO CAUTERISE AIR 
CURTAIN  
CAUSES RISKIER DIRE STRAITS,  
IRRITATIVE DISEASES.  UUE STRESS INITIATIVE TO EVADE  
AROUSES CREATOR’S SAVIOUR KIND SOVIET SUAVITIES  
VIRTUE AND SUN’S DARKNESS,  ICES  IN  RAT/2020 

Riots and Vaccines 

from Language Is Engineered   published Dec. 2016 
 

8 10 2 Qu'on ne ƒceura l'origine du fait, 
When they will not know the origen of the deed 
('Q' is also 'k') 
 

U.N.'s ‘GODLIKE’  "CLOUD"  CONDITIONING  
chemtrails 
UUREAKING RENOUUNED UURONGFUL INFECTION  
KNOUUING  UUEAKENED,  
gettting immune systems ready for mandatory vaccines 
FEDERAL "KING" "GOUERNED" FAULTIER ~  
ERADICATE EFFICIENT EDUCATION, ERADICATE  
FINER FRAUD,  CONFIGURED  COGNITION 
UUART-LIKE FARCE IN INEFFECTUAL NERD.  
"KING" IS CONTOURING NEEDLES ;  UUIDENING  
INFURIATE UUIFE - ARGUE KÏNDER AFFECTING –  

 EQUALS  RIOTING   FERTILE  FRICTION : 
NON-UACCINATION GAINING RECOGNITION,  
NEUU-FANGLED ELITE NEUROTIC CROOK  
(INTERS  GOODE’S INFLUENCE, FOOLS' ENTICER)  
is this saying Corey Goode fools his puppeteers? 
INFURIATES ICON QUEEN/Casseopea ENCOUNTERING : 
IGNORANCE IRON FLEET DERO OGRE GENOCIDE,  
FORTUNE IN DILIGENCE IN REGIONS NEAR AQUARIUS  

 "regions" = provinces near  and around Aquarius date
OUTLINED FINGERED TRUE GENUINE ANTE-DILUVIAN  
ANAK LEGEND~ INTRODUCED DERO  DENOTING  GORE 
UNDERGROUND.  
Trump has been saving thousands of children under 
CONNING ELITE UUOULD RULE FALSE-REAL DUNGEON  
RECITE : FIERCE NEUTRON -TOOL ALIEN ENTERING ; 
~ UNTIL COLDER CONTINUES UNENDING 
INCLUDING ENTIRE  IRELAND, FINNO-UGRIC, ORIENTAL 
GULF.  

OUTUUARD GOD ENCODING  IOU GUARD:  
FOUUL/hen/Grus/Soros UUOLF, Rockefeller  
UUORK  GRADUAL  DARK INTERNECINE  RIOTS.   
TOOK  CARGO KIDS 
 

o  INTERNECINE destruction to both sides of a conflict, 
conflict within a group  
FOUUL/hen/Grus Is Soros and or McCain chameleon 
UUOLF = Rockefeller 
The name GATES ,  as in Bill Gates is also in this line 
left unused because GATES also means STAGE GATES/time gates 

 

 TOAD, (from Bufo) the painting Miracle In The Snow with 
the overhead flying craft and a large cronor visor 
enclosing Cepheus, King of kings, Casseopea and the 
golden oblong (distance between orbits) – all refer to 
Bufo the Toad. The pope is hoeing in the snow, and  (as a 
useless idea) is doing the "lost hoeing". Barefoot Boötes 
the herdsman holds a lost hoe, and Bufo sits in Boötes 
constellation – which by the way is the boundary 
between Virgo and Libra. URANITE – from Urania, outer 
space 

 RIVER QUINTED SIRIUS URANITES: the helmeted 
Oannes from Sirius (those of Alex Collier: "the first to 
arrive willbe from Siriu and they are full of ----" They 
wear ventailed helmets to protect the very large spinal 
cavity. at the neck area. 

 TERRITORIES  TRANSIT between provinces and other 
boundaries – the arranged flu virus restrictions 

the word GORE could also means AL GORE but GORE appeared  in 
Androgyne Dorean Smart SpaceSuits Part Two 

9 25  Crossing the bridges/stargates
 to arrive near the innocents,  

Sooner than thought,time travel  arrived too late.  
recall what Ileana † said – Doreans arrived to see the gore  

You will recall from Part One of this Topic, the pdf forum 

ANDROGYNE, DOREAN and SMARTSUIT published May 1 '18: 

the reason I immediately accepted the testimony of Ileana? There were 

three reasons. 1) Ileana was trying to explain to the public the dangers 

of believing Corey Goode, which these texts also did. 2) Ileana used the 

name DOREAN. 3) Ileana mentioned in passing the gore kills on board 

when the Dorean had boarded the arrested cigar ship. NOWHERE else 

have I heard ANYONE use that word – under ANY context at all. 

Albeit, the word appears in the Template for the Hidden Texts as 

DORLEAN – that was because Allan Webber did not know what it 

was either. The ONLY people who might know are those with the 

Triple Method in their head. Not many of those around ! Knowing 

immediately who and where from, provided from within the word 

DORLEAN – DOREAN from L = Tau Ceti 
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† ILEANA former pilot for the Secret Space Program (SSP) 

recall what Ileana said – Doreans arrived and boarded the cigar craft taken,  to see the gore from torn up children.  
During this particular battle, the Dorean (Tau Ceti "police dept" for the Elohim Alliances) lost their own craft while defeating 
the reptilian cigar craft. Consequently, despite the several warnings in the hidden texts about discerning the status of visiting 
craft that the cigar/zeppelin type belong to those which arranged treaties to take human children as CARGO; there IS still one 
of these craft manned by friends, the Tau Cetians of the Elohim Alliances for the Living Library. 
At this juncture there is a detail I would like to include which was published in an obscure pdf and probably laughed at by the 
readers.  It is a brief transcript I made of a 1959 movie which in hindsight – was telling the truith.  
The craft shown in this story are/were Vril craft. 
         J-ROD45 & TREATY IX is to be a forum sometime soon and it does speak of the walking dead.. 

 PLAN 9 and ED WOODS DIRECTOR

January 12, 2015 · 
did Ed Woods the director travel to his future? Or maybe he had access to a cronor visor 
Ed Woods gained the worst director award -  but he WROTE the script too.
Where did he get the idea of "Plan Nine"/ It is Treaty 9 which includes the "trade in Men" clause, and the walking dead are what we 

call men in black... The first of the real life False Treaties were signed by a cloned FDR in 1933, the elite had free energy in 1934 – 
from exchanging (trade) humans for technology... each "treaty" has a nine year tenure. Obamba ratified Treaty 9 (trade in children) 
Nov 8 2014 – 81 years after 1933 and this is why within weeks, the Mexican children crossed the border minus parents and simply 
disappeared. THIS is also the main reason FULL disclosure has not happened. 
1)                                                         the patents for chemtrails (chemical trails) are dated 1984, Vatican see the chemtrail at 5:49

produced a 1985 coin showing a chemtrail plane zooming across the top of the coin over a map of the world, minus California 
2)  –                         see the current space program decals on the 'aliens' decals
3) (in 1959?)  this is a current SSP technology called MedBed  "beam into the pituitary of the newly dead" 
4) ''as long as they can think - we will have problems''           noticed the dumbing down in the school system? 
5) "developed a language computer" (1959)     the Japanese have designed and produced a handheld language translator 
6) "we could have destroyed Earth eons ago"                                                                        like they did Mars 
7) "you are on the verge of destroying the entire universe" 45:05  
(and nuclear weapons ARE felt across the Quantum Universes according to the hidden texts. The Universal Non Nuclear 
Proliferation Treaty was ratified July 16 2019 so that ANY mention of "nuclear threat" on msm is all paper tiger talk fear mongering) 
8) "use your small electro gun"... "throw it to the floor, it will break contact" 
9) at 52:50 listen to the birds frogs and insects in the back ground, that was how the world was in 1959 
10) "and every word of this story is true" 
11) "I can't help feel the answer is out here somewhere"                  ( ) indirect ref. to quantum physics

12) "Are you going to let them [humans] find us"... "it's the only way"...  
13) "I will turn on the victa so we can converse with them" robotory 
14) "You will be the first to enter a celestial ship" live people 

15) "never heard metal sound like that before" 
16) "I am shooting first and asking questions later" 
17) "wouldn't it be better to kill a few now than let them destroy an entire universe?" Aeros 
18) "turn on the tele visor"                                                     (long before street cam was even a thought) 
19) "I am a soldier of our planet" (The anakim are warriors) "come to ask your aid, but your governments refuse to accept our 

" "because you on Earth are idiots, split the atom..."  existence
20) "the juvenile minds of yours will never comprehend"..  

21) "no use of the mind god gave you" "and a chain reaction will occur" 
22) "our entire aim is for the developement of our planet" Aeros 
23) "some one will pass you in the night and you will never know it  [that it was an alien]" 
24) "God help us in the future" 
 

From Fix The Calendars 
and see "Plan Nine" the 1959 movie by Ed Woods who won the worst director award  
for this 78 minute movie, but who also WROTE IT, meaning he had access to time lines.  
www.rottentomatoes.com/m/plan-9-from-outer-space/  
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Plan_9_from_Outer_Space  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BVc5EGm14IA 
 

see Alex Collier video:  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LNGSIMTCrow  
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-e96WYEPc_k ▶1:29:40 For the sake of easing your mind, this is a must see video  
speaks about Yellowstone NOT blowing (in the understood sense) - other than the information in :  
2 73 4 Par trois couronnes au grand Endymion. ROMAN ERUPTION ARMS YOUR U.S. ERUPTION : DATE, MORNING POURING GAS 

Gemini in May is May 22 - 31 (June 10 – 22 is in Gemini) the last week in a May  

 

2 99 1 Terroir Romain qu'interpretoit augure, Roman land as the omen interpreted,  
also is saying Norma (Set Square-Leo Minor area, the “lion-men” and sigil for FreeMasons) land . 
I need to point out here that my mind was spinning question after question on watching the Alex Collier’s videos 
mentioned just now in relation to Yellowstone “not going to blow”. When Alex mentioned that Yellowstone goes all the 
way to under Mexico I began berating myself, since the word AMIGO kept arriving for this set of lines. Since I did not 
understand where that fit in, it was left out... –  
now knowing that AMIGO means AS A CODE = Mexico (state).  
PATIENT R.O. TO ORATOR: INTIMATEvb QUEER PRURIENTAQTI RIGOUR IRRITANT ROME ERUPTION MATURING MORE  

https://www.facebook.com/helen.parks.142/posts/836274766432190
https://www.facebook.com/helen.parks.142/posts/836274766432190
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BVc5EGm14IA
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o PRURIENT AQTI hidden agenda  RIGOUR IRRITANT MATURING MORE = the false NASA asteroid agenda  [AQTI]  
QUOTE : RAPTURE REPUTATION=TRUE TORMENT TERMINATOR PIRATE, NOT A RUMOUR. = 

INTRIGUE.  June 10/ in Gemini til June 21 – July 7/ in Cancer is the Celtic Otter date   
o recall other lines have mentioned winter in relation to an eruption AND a false rapture  

NURTURER PINK QUEEN TUTOR REMOTE EUREKA ENIGMA TO PUTIN MUTINEER, TO UUIN TRUE POUUER OUER UP 
TUUIN TOUUER GORE TRAITOR = ARROGANT GRIM REAPER AGITATE TO UUREAK ROTTING UUAR, UUARRIOR REGRET  
o Casseopeia IS wearing pink in all of the Da Vinci depictions !  

10 64 1 Pleure Milan, plure Luques, Florence  
CRUELLER UUOLF, ROCKEFELLER ELITE: (KEEN ON EUREKA) FUELS POUUERFUL CERN SORCERER SPELL ON MILAN KERNEL  
meaning the core under Milan/Vinci pairs with:  

2 86 4 L'Herault foy rendre a crier eft commis.  
REFER FEMALE CHEF SCHOLAR ERROR-FREE HER CHOICE CHERRIES FELL DATE: Yule southern hem NORTH FORTY THREE degree 

NASA ERATO asteroid meaning once again Yule time, at the latitude of 43 degrees North  for a false asteroid 
2 86 2 La terre tremble emue fus l'air en terre mis  
ISLAM IS FAULT reason NASA TALENT ENUMERATE RARE ATEN TREMBLER AT MILAN.  
REMEMBER RESENTFUL ELITE GET DUMPED? Rockefeller, (named a ‘Wolf’, like the Alcyonese) pairs with 10 64 1)  

5 37 2 Que pour venir au bout de leur attainte :  appeared in LANGUAGE IS ENGINEERED  continues 
also appears in QUBITS & CONSCIENCE  
EVALUATE ERUDITE DEVOURER REAPER ALIEN TEE QUBIT-CREATE UNNATURAL UTOPIA– (REPUDIATE AU NATUREL) 
ENDEAVOUR CERN DONE PLANET PIROUETTE UUEEK IN ADORN ORNATE RAT DATE  the ‘great translation in October’  
OVERDUE ERUPTION UPROAR... OUR BELOVED UR EA, VULTERINE/Lyra NEED OPERATE  
VOLCANO UUEAKENED TURN-OVER ROLL (RELATE EUREKA free energy AND LIVE IN ANORAK:  BE AUUARE – OK ? 
4 52 4 Chaffez feront par chaux, pouffiere & cendre  
‘EXPERTS’ DAZED, ARCH-FOE OCEAN-CARP OANNES EUNUCH ALCIONE POUNCED: HOAXED RIFF-RAFF IS PRIZE IN ADORE DATE (Libra)  
EXECUTE PROFOUND HAZARD - FROZEN THESE HEAP DENOUNCED UNEXPECTED IN RAPTURE EXPORTED FARCE CUP, UR E’A  
o EXECUTE PROFOUND HAZARD: a pun, since the word HAZARD is a key word for stargate. = HOLY GRAAL, the Cassiopeians  aka CUP 
o HEAP: an alkhemye name for the Pleiades, Fallen Ones being the ‘heap’ under the bull’s tail, and Alcyone is in the Pleiades. The fallen 
ones  currently under Antarctica . 
 
EUREKA  (free energy) 
 

 
URIAH is Urri' a planet in the Nemesis solar system 
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TESLA OFF GRID FREE ENERGY GENERATOR VIDEO 

 

http://www.off-gridindependence.com/?aff_id=24662 

 

Ancient starter 

motor, the pre 

curser to the 

donkey engine. 

As I once said: 

put your mind to it 

and it will come 

use your brain 

http://www.off-gridindependence.com/?aff_id=24662
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I was a paid up member of earthfiles at the time Linda Moulton-Howe was educating us regarding this technology. 
This energy storage membrane along with memory based metallic substances (cant bring myself to call it "metal") 
and the information regarding graphene 'storage' is the basis for the Smart Space Suits and the DNA shared craft. 
The same which initiates shape shifting of the craft between animal/octopus/jellyfish etc  to mineral/black cube to 
vegetable/walnut etc and anything in between. These three examples are detailed thanks to ab event in Texas where 
at first it appeared to be a walnut shaped craft (described by Da Vinci) then turned to a black cube:- leaving as a 
jellyfish. These entities do seem to prefer sea creatures such as bluebottle or shrimp or tentacled flying objects. 

 

This vignette from Cesar de 
Notredame (at the age of 13) 
shows a leper, wearing white 
gloves. This is alkahemye for 
those who do not know and 
who do not want to know. As 
clear as the vignette with the 
MacDonalds sigil – this lay 
person leper is steadfastly 
ignoring what is overhead 
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above excerpts from the pdf forum Casseopeans & Pole Shift 

 

 
 
Chlorella – 3 9 1 and  5 51 3 
Chlorophyll 
As a source of energy (and blood type) – still under study 
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endnotes: 

In the forum of different types of power propulsion, (22 Tyoes Of Free Energy) under RADON an omission was made relating to the 

word CELORATE energy. The word RADON as a warning, appears in the Template 59 times. 

Ceulx qui eftoient en regne pour fcauoir, ƚ557 edition   appears in the pdf forum RESETS 

UNIQUE CELORATE ELECTRON RE-UNION ENERGIES EQUATION VRIL UUORKS NEGATIVE NEUROTOXIC FLAK OUTRAGE QUA.  
LEARN: FREE EUREKA energy EXOTIC FLUX;  COURAGE IS FREE ENERGIES UUIN FLAK OUTRAGE is RADON exhaust QUA spoken of before 

 the word CELORATE  happens to anagram as RELOCATE.   The dangers from VRIL craft are poinbtedly marked in this image 
 

 
endnotes ~ Ormus ingestion  ~ 
A highly pertinent set of events this week has culminated in this publishing of up close and personal experiences Alec Newald 
suffered. In his telling of the details,  some point out the amazing properties of  ormus. 
For me, having produced the Collating of the Template by Allan Webber (who does not believe in off worlders) this book from 
Alec Newald held many troubling details. 
The primary concern  of  which is the name Zeena gave him. Anu.  
Why? The word ANU means simply "one from heaven"- The letter "U" harks to Urania, the heavens. 
All the same, I dislike the coincidence. The apparent fact, king of the biblical Anakim was named Anu. 
From memory, reading the original book a long time ago, Newald said they went to Saturn. Connotations of Saturn rarely 
receive applause and accolades, do they!  
For one thing, the texts told me to find the works of Jno Cook and his Saturn Cosmology.  The "cosmology" of Saturn includes 
it was once our own sun – and will be again! 
The other thing? Troubling me immensely, the quatrains tell us that the "Saturnines will be burned by the millers".  
5 11 
The sea will not be passed  safely by those of the sun, 

     the Anakim will not pass safely over those   

    from Celestial Sea (Argo-Mantids)    
Those of Venus held all Africa.        
(They are the Vril under Antarctica) 

Saturnines  will no longer occupy their realm,       
(see Saturnines burnt by the Millers) 

And changing the Asiatic Adriatic part.   

5 24 

Raised under Venus the law and realm, 
     (Valiant Thor said he came from Venus 

Is the law and realm raised by the Sun, 
Saturn will have dominion over Jupiters empire: 

By those of Saturn suffering worst fire.  
     the rings of Saturn have been disappearing 
The Saturnines – Anakim "of/from the sun"  
 burnt by the millers: – the  Elohim Alliances 

6 17 

After the queues [orbits] the ass-drivers [Aurigans] 

burned, 
They will be obliged to change diverse garbs:   

(space suits – see Newald's details ) 

Those Saturnins burned by the millers,    
The Elohim Alliances (millwheel of precession)  

will not be cowered                or 
Except the greater part which can not be 

covered. hidden        (the Quantum part) 
The concern for me here is that the quatrains seem to say the Saturnines are negative in nature and that the Elohim Alliances 
for the Living Library (the Millers of the Millwheel of precession)  are "dealing" with them. The face Alec Newald describes of 
these peoples is quite opposite in nature to that described by the hidden texts (which derived from Chani a younger Elder). 
Reading Newald's CoEvolution very much brings to mind those Tall Whites of Charles Hall,  yet run by The Elders?. 
Another detail provided throughout these hidden texts is that of the "velvety square clouds" within which Newald clearly 

describes travelling at the invitation of the Elders. The same of the Sparsholt Crop Circle with two tablets of information. One 
a disc in binary. The other similar to The Ten Commandments tablet. The exact  same day the Orion grey appeared in a crop 
square at Arecibo. Yet we only ever hear about the Orion Grey. No one has EVER published a translation of what the Elder 
was trying to tell us. For me this is a pointer that the "dark energies" kontrolled the matter. 
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Confusion does not describe the conflict within me. 
Was the entire Alec Newald event a charade? No, doubting it was a charade - normally meant to disguise something. 
For Alec, much was not disguised, but proffered, such as the construction of the shape shifting craft, the space suits and the 

food, ormus, formerly named in our bibles as "manna" and "shewbread". 
 

Serendipidity and the forum you are reading 

First a "friend" request on facebook that lead to my receiving from her an updated version (2011) by Alec Newald (a 
real life friend and neighbour of hers) of his account of CoEvolution... ISBN 0 9587093 00 
I strongly recommend you find this book and read it. 

Due to Copywrite I cannot reproduce any of the book.  
Instead: Key words and para-phrasing is the best I can supply, simply because Alec Newald has published so many 
parallels to these Hidden Texts and to many crop circle appearances which already do appear as images scattered 
throughout these forums of Hidden Texts, that themselves are parallel to the texts'  hidden information. 

 Keywords in Alec Newald's book:

 Ormus 
as a topic harks as far back as times before the bibles. It helps maintain immortality among other attributes 

 Coming war
Is increasing storms and weather, not just against humanity, but Earth herself. This battle is already here 
We have seen in the forum ARMAGEDDON that it is a three way star wars, with EnLil/Val Thor at the negative helm 

 Black Plague
Turns out to be black goo, that which aroused the Faulklands War, and which appears in the Antenna texts  

 Money system
Given to the AskheNazi by the Anu/Anakim – this was one positive point in detail, that Zeena "did not understand" 
1 40 4 OTHERS NOT ANALYSING: DETACH ECONOMY AS ANCIENT ANAK [AskheNazi] ONCE STYLED 

 True Value of Gold
The elite (hybred Anakim) do not want the public to understand the true value of gold.   Nor where it disappears to 

 Blue skin
Those who use time gates need to ingest ormus fir DNA health, but some find they need collidal silver too. The 
combination turns them blue 

 Living Transporter platform

but which? The one with Vril Balls Of Radon exhaust -  or the velvety ones of the Elohim Alliances?  - both of which have 
been described, and tasked to the collator to "study astrionics"~ in order to discern the real intent of the occupants 
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http://x-u-f-o.blogspot.sk/2015/08/ufo-in-russia-august-30-2015.html?m=1 from PERM Russia Ural Mountains  
This is a platform craft – noting no chemtrails 

7 38 3 DISCOVERED RECTANGULAR UP in APRON PROVES SUPERNATURAL  
see picture event July 29 2014 pdf forum LANGUAGE IS ENGINEERED pg 30 and 31 pairs 3 94 3 and  
9 4 1 L'an enfuyvant defcouverts par deluge, (‘y’ is also ‘i’) 
DISCOVERED ODD VELVETY RECTANGULAR UP IN APRON, SAVED :  SCAVENGED ELECT DEFTLY.            C+F+RECTANGULAR 
3 94 3 ANU ADDS UNAPPROVING CALENDAR,[1,000 years added] NUCLEAR REACTOR, NON APPROVED AGRICULTURE DISCOVER    
EA-RA RECTANGULAR IN APRON UP ~ PROVE SUPERNATURAL (!) pairs 9 4 1 and                            7 38 3 C+F+RECTANGULAR 

 
9 4 1 L'an enfuyvant defcouverts par deluge, (‘y’ is also ‘i’) DISCOVERED ODD VELVETY RECTANGULAR UP IN APRON, SAVED, 
SCAVENGED ELECT DEFTLY. OFFENDED FAT-FACED SUN ANU’S VENGEFUL LARCENOUS GRAYLE UNDER VAST VENUE, FUNDS 
EVENTUAL EVENTFUL APRIL ERUPTIVE DELUGE    APRON RECTANGLE SUPERNATURAL 

Oak tree, acorn 
Ancient alkhemye for stargate. There is a list of alkhemye words for different stage gates, with ROSE  foremost 

Plasma based white powder gold (See boil iodine, Einstenian) 
Also termed ormus, manna and shewbread 

Liquid Crystals and three solid states 

This is under study at the moment 

Chlorophyll and haemoglobin 
Blood types based on plant physics and iron (haem) but Valiant Thor (a fallen one) his blood is based on copper 

Sharing DNA with the machine 
The jellyfish craft are the best example/ These craft have been witnessed first as a walnut, turning into a sea creature 
such as bluebottle, shrimp and jellyfish – then into a black cube. The latter gives it all away, these are truly negatives 

 

2 100 1 Terbium/Thorium... 2 25 2 ... 10 13 3 ... 2 43 4 ... 3 12 4 
2 100 1 E.D. TUMBLE DETAILEDNESS DEADLINESS. HORRIBLE.ILLNESSES TUMULTS REBUILT THORIUM TERBIUM  
DNA DISEASES MULTITUDES BLEED                                                     E.D. =  extra dimension                                  

2 100 1 Dedans les ifles fi horrible tumulte, (Isles = planets) see What Are The Chances 
E.D. ENDS A.D … DETAILEDNESS: TUMBLE DEADLINESS TUMULT: HORRIBLE ILLNESSES REBUILT 
2 25 2  Efpoir & vmbre de plus hault mariage: Shaded hope of a higher marriage: 
ALLAN WEBBER HAS REPLUMBED POETRIES GEMATRIA.  
ORION GROUP SPORTIVE

 activates
 AL THAUM POVERTIES MADE NEEDLES UUASH THALAMUS WITH TERBIUM 

AL THAUM author of ‘‘Cellular Immunology & Immune Regulation’’  THALAMUS controls one’s immunity. 
 HELPED MADE ~ U.S INADEQUATE 

 
2 43 4 Pau, Timbre vndas,ferpes fus le bort mis. Po, Tiber overflowing, serpent put upon the shore.   (Poe is human combustion) 
IT IMPARTS NVMBERS NANO AND PRESENTS TROUBLES DNA U.N PROBLEMIST

/problem makers 
VERBATIM RAT

/2020
 

BUSTLES, PRESSES TERBIUM SUNSET. last minute ...REPENT IT. PRESENT TREMBLER  SO OVER PASTORIUM IMPART  
 
3 12 4 Prins mors noyes,partir humain butin. Taken, dead, drowned, human booty divided. 

Cheetham    
(land grab)

 

we have discovered that "mors" means microphone, and noyes = sony, so saying directed frequencies weapon 
'noyes' also means to 'get caught up' (in) and also means walnut, which is a date, October 24 to Nov  includes Halloween 
AIM BITHMUS BUTAIN URANIUM THORIUM SAMHAIN/Halloween  RAT/ 2020  (MULTITUDES BLEED 

2 100 1
) 

YES.NO BINARI UNIT (meaning A.I.)  BUT SONY HUM IN MAIN PART BI MAN  
 
all  the French quatrain lines here came from the y557 edition 
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TRACT OF THE REGISTERS FROM THE LION  SENECHALES 

 

Extract of the registers from The LION  SENECHALES 

S V R C E  que Mace Bonhomme Imprimeur 
chamber [stargate] imp evermore communiques 
commie camp.  Requires him November, acquire   
much more ices up come November mi map (Fr) 

demeurant a Lyon,hadict auoir recouuert certain 
Render haute couture articulation - incurred   
aerodynamic. R.O intermediary

2 
  caution cue hut, 

(tents/Earth), are calendar alteration – [orbit] out 
liure,intitule, LES PROPHERTIES DE MICHEL 

Iule (Yule)my Directories replenish the multiple, 
elliptic [orbit] enterprise led the hours (the day) 

NOSTRADAMVS,qu'il feroit volentiers imprimer 
ventriloquist (puppeteer)  imperialism transformed, 
drives over metropolitan fire-arms permission. Rival 
reformatted puppeteer, Inform visitors drop small 
vitae (children) requirement 

s'il nous plaifoit,luy permettre ce requerat: outre 
celestial equator up fourteen... [degrees] 
impulsesTerritory Rat /2020, truly tiresome trip

3
 

ce defenfes eƒtre faictes a touu[w] Imprimeurs  au 
wrote –  measure aim (asteroid) - unspecified NASA
fiery fascias after effects. Few are resource efficient 

4 

separates deaf/mutism (sheeple) 
tres de ne l'imprimer, ou faire imprimer de deux 

R.O. exemplified departure,
3 

minimises  murder 
My E'a

5
 prefix'd determines per armoured delirium 

My friendlier medium lord repaired exposure term 
Ans.Et apres que le dict liure ha efte par nouu veu cu 

       loud hailer's
6
 sequence up – evacuate, turnip

7
 feature, 

evade the peurile queues is supernatural Ahpees* account 
occupant is queer lusus[trick] naturae (begotten spontaneously)         

*Ahpee/Sirius,  of AleisterCrowley 
            THE NEXT LINE PROVES THESE ARE TO BE ANAGRAMMED,  
        SEE THE SPELLING OF "MACE BOHOME"  WHERE IT IS "MACE     
   BONHOMME" IN THE FIRST LINE, IT IS MISS-SPELT ON PURPOSE 

Faicte a Lyon par now Hugues du Puis , ƒeigneur [this is the first time a "w" has been seen/be it "nous" but the 's' is not like in  Puis 
add that the word "now" is in the English ~ and does refer to "now";  the timing of your reading of it 

NOAHIDE PÆDERASTIC 
patriarchal

 ATLAS ALCYONES DUNG HEAP-PILE PLEIADES UP WIN OVER USEFUL PANSY JOHN HOGUE, HIS 
INSECURE AUGURS ARE WISPIEST STUPID FRAUDULENCE 
DUNGS UP = the Heap, Pile of the Pleiades under the tail of Taurus. The fallen angels. The more I try to find something good about Hogue, the more I dont.   

At this juncture many of you will not have seen that the word Semyase/Samjase, the leader of the "200 fallen angels" in the bibles, means the 
"co-pilot" in Plejaren language. The word for "Chief Pilot"  is unpronouncable but does have an acronym.    The so called "tetragrammaton" of 
YHWH. The English spelling for this four letter acronym might go something like this Ischeuaische, "Ish-u-Yase" – meaning Chief Pilot, lord of 
airways. Being lord of airways, the Ruach also means lord of frequencies, storms, sacrificial smoke. Also known as Thor and EnLil, whose very 
first name while still on his home planet Zha.am.i [called Nibiru when in our solar system] – was EnKur. Pilot of a cargo Kur/ a mobile planetoid. 
The same of Noahide "laws".  
This is the "god" of Is ra el, the tribes of Yakob/Jacob, the usurper.  
The "god" of the Torah. 
 

from  ANDROMEDA COUNCIL BOOTS UP THE [crystal] PYRAMID 

78 I562 Decembre.                           i562 + 458 = 2020 
Par le cristal l'entreprise rompuë, 
Ieux & festins, de loin plus reposer, 
Plus ne fera prés des grands sa repue, 
Subit catarrhe l'eau beniste arrouser. 

Via crystal  ("end of Mu" pyramid) the enterprise is broken, 
Games and feasts, leonines reposing more: Leo is further down 
No longer will he take his repast with the great ones, harvesting 
Sudden catarrh, (cant breathe) blessed water [ice], to bathe him. 

2  R.O/Andromeda Council  intermediary = would be Alex Collier 
3  

truly tiresome trip... see pdf  MOST IMPORTANT PRESAGE, also the Hopi Prophecy Rock 
4  

Few are resource efficient. See pdf WHAT ARE THE CHANCES   &  "2020" 
5
 My E'a prefix'd,  E'Yah has become a true Ra by earning the title. This also refers to the calendar prefix for Yesus, who shared   

  the DNA of E'Yah. The texts referred to other "lords" as "suffix".   EnKi/Yah could be termed "RA YAH" these days. This is why     
  no-one is a reincarnation of EnKi. 
6  

 loud hailer's sequence = these hidden texts     
  

7
 turnip - for the false rapture - underground, but not too far. 


